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Queering the Painted Ladies: Gender, Race, Class,
and Sexual Identity at the Mexican Border
in the Case of Two Paulas
Elvia R. Arriola1
INTRODUCTION: NOTIONS OF GENDER, SEXUALITY, IDENTITY, AND
BORDER CROSSINGS
I have two friends who go by the name “Paula.” The first Paula lives in
the United States in Austin, Texas. Juan Pablo, or Paola, lives in a Mexican
city that borders Eagle Pass, Texas known as Piedras Negras, Coahuila. I
met Juan Pablo through my travels to and from Mexico to examine the
working and living conditions for maquiladora workers at the border.2
Both of these Paulas are “queers” in the classic sense of those who cross the
gendered borders of sexuality and gender. Mexican Paola is a homosexual
male who occasionally cross-dresses among friends. Texan Paula is
someone I first met years ago as Paul and today is a pre-operative
transsexual female. I found it coincidental that as I was getting to know
these two people, I kept noticing and feeling somewhat uncomfortable with
the similarities and stark differences each experienced because of his/her
sexual and gender identity, citizenship status, race, and class. It took me a
while to find words for the questioning going on in my head.
My experiences with these two people triggered intense thinking on my
part about the concepts of real and metaphoric borders frequently invoked
by the critical scholar. One view of the term “border” would simply equate
it with social difference—the kind of difference that determines one’s place
in society. The black feminist Audre Lorde introduced an early view of
gendered borders when she urged us to embrace the differences that make
one stand “outside the circle of…society’s definition of acceptable women”
as a mark of strength.3 Understood as the boundaries that separate and
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define existence, the metaphoric border was termed by the Latina essayist
Gloria Anzaldúa as a way to define “places that are safe and unsafe, to
distinguish us from them.”4 Anzaldúa’s writings in the pathbreaking work
Borderlands/La Frontera, share the pain-filled lessons of border crossings
based on race, gender, sexuality, and class. She experienced these crossings
as a girl/woman/lesbian growing up in the socially, racially, and
economically oppressed region of the Southwest that is home to generations
of “Tejanas/os,” or Texans of Mexican/indigenous descent. The healing
through those writings thus represented a “borderlands,” an “undetermined
place created by the emotional residue of an unnatural boundary.”5
In this essay, I will be using the term “border” in two senses. First, in the
metaphoric sense to reference the actual U.S.-Mexico border I periodically
crossed to conduct research at specific points in the Texas borderlands that
separate Mexico from the United States. Second, in the emotional sense
related to my crossing the border as a Latina/Mexicana who has
experienced the official hostilities associated with the United States’
continuing efforts to enforce a border between “us” and “them” in the
Southwest. Thus, my own crossing of the Mexican border was both
physical and metaphoric, in the meaning given to it by Margaret Montoya
who speaks of the transformation of a bilateral national boundary as a
“cultural and epistemic site of contestation.”6
Beyond the race and class borders dividing the lives of Paula and Paola,
there exists a border that results from the underlying personal choice by
these individuals to embrace a female gender identity. In one person, the
choice involved sexual orientation. In the other, it involved a gender
identity transformation. With every encounter, either individually with
Paula in Austin, or with Juan Pablo’s activist group, I could see the borders
that could be transgressed and those that could not, without payment of a
price. I could also see and sometimes understand, in particular with Paula,
that making the choice to blur the borders of gender can be both pain-filled
and joyous. The more I learned about each person and the circumstances
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that surround his/her life, the more I noticed the sharp differences between
them in terms of their aspirations and their possibilities for freedom and
security. These possibilities are marked by the queering of race and class as
they transform themselves from “men” to “women” through the gendered
signifiers of dress, voice, occupation, and manner. The coincidences in
these two relationships, whether from the standpoint of the two Paulas’
metaphoric border crossings, or of my own struggle with borders as I
traveled to and from Mexico, encouraged me to write this commentary.
In Mexico I had encounters with Juan Pablo, or Paola, and many of his
activist colleagues who confront daily the bordered attitudes of class, race,
and sex from their employers in the maquiladoras, factories that are largely
U.S.–owned multinational corporations (MNCs). I was traveling to Piedras
Negras and neighboring cities along the Texas-Mexico border to gather
stories from workers whose lives and stories helped to illustrate and provide
a much needed human face to the impact of unregulated free trade
throughout the global economy.7
With each trip back and forth, I also thought more about my own
crossing of identity borders as a bilingual, Latina lesbian who was both a
scholar-activist and a researcher-lawyer who felt vulnerable to harassment
and discrimination with every encounter with the INS Border Patrol. While
in Mexico, I sometimes felt quite comfortable re-experiencing my cultural
roots and engaging with the workers in my first language. At other times,
however, I felt the impact of the economic border, since I had a clear
financial edge in my travels that was present in every encounter with my
activist friends who were clearly not as economically privileged.
Sometimes my discomfort was physical because the conditions provided in
a border town, even for the well-financed tourist-traveler, can be quite
shabby. But most of the time, my discomfort resulted from my being
unaccustomed to seeing such extreme and widespread forms of poverty,
illness, and despair.8
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When I returned to Austin, I would re-experience intense feelings of
compassionate awareness and guilt over my privileged existence as I settled
into the routines of my very comfortable lifestyle, which included an active
social life with friends, one of whom was Paula. In my dealings with Paula,
whether as her friend or lawyer, I came to appreciate how her new identity
and friendship represented a different aspect of my professional interests,
but also seemed to clash with my new research interest in justice in the
maquiladoras. I paid attention to that tension between the feelings and
experiences in Mexico and the experiences and feelings every time I
returned to Austin. One day I found it reflected in my personal journaling.
I had known Paula for a few years, first as a male named Paul. Because I
have spent so much of my professional career writing and thinking about
issues of gender and sexual identity, I felt the need to reflect intensely on a
process I had witnessed. This process was that of a courageous individual
in search of inner peace and serenity through a life choice, begun in her
early forties, to come out as a transgendered female. At the same time
Paula was transitioning and I was making a “new friend” with a “woman”
named Paula, I was also forming relationships in Mexico and establishing
solidarity connections with activists who dared to challenge the powerful
structures of the maquiladora industries.9 It occurred to me that I was
witnessing in two different settings how individuals make life-transforming
changes that are deeply meaningful, yet intensely political and risky for the
way in which their choices destabilize their relationships and the status quo.
For example, the decision of a worker to organize against a powerful
employer—who has the tacit approval of her government to exploit her
labor through free trade policy—disturbs the power dynamics that feed
globalization.10 Certainly, a person in the United States who is born a white
male, and then decides to abandon that identity for that of a transgendered
woman, disturbs the status quo in relationships s/he has had with other men
who feel threatened by the loss of male privilege.
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I will use the identities of the two Paulas and the metaphoric image of
their “male” bodies in active border crossing (e.g., transvestism and
transgenderism) as a premise from which to explore, through storytelling
and analysis, how each “Paula” is positioned as a person in his/her own
country. One part of the story is about my relationship with Juan Pablo, a
working class, homosexual, Mexican male labor activist, who cross-dresses
as a woman. His gender play forms an aspect of communicating his sexual
preference, but is not necessarily intended to communicate a public gay
identity. The other story is that of Paula as a transgendered, pre-operative
transsexual female who, with the aid of medical science and the law, has
given up her male gender signifiers in dress and voice to embrace the
“corrected” internal gender identity of a woman. My storytelling moves
back and forth between the two Paulas, exploring the ways that law and
culture have helped shape their identities, whether artificially,
performatively, or physiologically and psychologically (e.g., introducing
female hormones). Finally, because my curiosity about each of their gender
border crossings happened as I traveled to and from Mexico, I came to
some conclusions about the way the global economy at the Mexican border
serves as a site of gendered conflict and as a reinforcer of specific socially
conservative sex and gendered values.
This essay then, is a kind of journaling into my own process of getting to
know two individuals whose lives taught me something important again at a
time in my life when I too was transitioning from an identity as an academic
to scholar-activist. My travels and my observations of the differences in
these two “Paulas” lives led me to experience Gloria Anzaldúa’s powerful
concept of the internal “struggle of borders”11 as I witnessed an external
struggle of borders, both metaphoric and real in these two queer Paulas. As
I learned more about how economic and political power define so much of
the harsh existence of maquiladora workers in Mexico’s global economy, I
kept comparing how sex, gender, race, and class can create sharp
differences in levels of danger to one’s personal sense of safety. I was able
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to use the positioning of each of these two Paulas in their own communities
as a lens from which to examine those differences in risk and privilege
because of who they are, how they view themselves, and how others view
them. I began to think of the shared names and female personas in the two
Paulas not as a coincidence, but as an opportunity to understand again that
metaphoric and real borders, wrought by prejudice, culture, and history, do
have the power to oppress. At the same time, the personal decision to
transgress those borders, in the face of systemic repression and power, also
has the power to liberate the human spirit, in particular when the decision is
made with the love and support of a chosen community.

MEN, WOMEN, QUEERS, AND THE SEARCH FOR A TRUE SELF IN A
FEMININE NAME AND IDENTITY
Meeting a Labor Activist Named Juan Pablo/Paola
About two years ago, I made a series of research trips to the TexasMexico border, primarily to interview women about the health hazards
associated with working in the maquiladoras. A maquiladora is an
assembly factory whose end products will be destined for export,
consumption, and use in the free trade zones that have existed at the
Mexican border since the 1960s. I had already published a major study
with a gendered focus on the ways in which U.S. free trade policy and
immigration law intersect at the Mexican border to create unique patterns of
oppression for women and children in these factories.12 I now wanted to
gather new data to substantiate my argument that pro-NAFTA13 interests on
both sides of the U.S.-Mexico border effect long-term and chronic damage
to the environmental and health concerns of workers in violation of the
NAFTA labor accord14 and other international labor norms.15 I was living
in Austin, Texas at the time, which is hours away by car from several
Mexican towns and cities. Since then I have returned about every six
months to update information I gathered from meeting dozens of women
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and men in three border towns.
The work was personally and
professionally transformative, for I came to appreciate a new level of
understanding of oppression that I barely glimpsed through my distanced
academic article.
A major insight was my awareness of how tremendously important
solidarity is to a people who are fighting what appears to be an impossible
cause for justice.16 Maquiladora owners and bosses are incredibly hostile to
union organizing.17 If any progress has been made in recent years it is
because there has also emerged an important sense of community ties
among people who came to the border from some of Mexico’s most
culturally diverse, remote, and impoverished regions.18 The workers I met
were repeatedly in a fight against well-established unions that are often
corrupted and/or allied with employer interests. Working together to
identify problems, develop strategies, learn about the law and how to
enforce it, and replace fear with organizing tactics has resulted in slow but
effective empowerment. Sometimes the battles are against subsidiary
factories that are owned by huge MNCs that employ thousands of workers
in Mexico and globally. Many of the people I met had come from humble
backgrounds, with minimum education, no other career opportunities, and
few social connections other than the people they met in their factories or in
the squatter shantytowns that the working poor populate at the border.19
One part of the story often repeated itself. A worker becomes affiliated
with an organization she had first met through a volunteer who was also a
worker.20 The worker invited her to workshops where she would meet other
workers from other factories. She would learn about her rights, participate
in role-playing and work up the courage to confront abusive bosses.
Sometimes the tactics worked. When they did not, or when situations got
harder, she was supported through grievances and learned from repeated
situations how to stick up for herself. Finally, she regained a sense of hope,
and old fears and shyness were replaced with courage and pride because of
these new solidarity connections.21 Some workers had made new and once
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unimaginable friendships with people from very different backgrounds.
After several encounters, I concluded that the comradeship from labor
struggles also allowed some workers to let go of pre-existing prejudices
against others, including the strong cultural bigotry towards sexual
minorities.
On one of those trips I walked into the offices of the Comité Fronterizo
de Obreras (CFO),22 a non-profit group that has been organizing
maquiladora workers for about twenty years.23 I was greeted by a male
volunteer staff member wearing a woman’s blouse, sprayed hairdo and
slight facial make-up that signaled “queen” to me. Among his friends and
CFO comrades, Juan Pablo likes to be referred to as Paola. He refers to his
ex-boyfriends as “ex-husbands” and to his dates as potential partners for
marriage. Over that weekend in the fall of 2000, I worked with Juan Pablo
and other CFO volunteers who are engaged in a daily struggle to educate
each other on strategies for challenging sweatshop working conditions and
low wages. The organizers’ tasks are simple. By handing a worker a copy
of the federal labor law, they first educate her on her rights and take her
through a process that boils down to new self-awareness and empowerment.
When the organizer validates that the worker is not just a cog in the wheel
of production, but also a human being, the worker sometimes turns into a
committed activist. Because the CFO’s goals threaten the status quo, the
organizers have to be discreet, meeting workers in their homes so as to
minimize the risks of retaliation.
While not all maquiladoras can be characterized as oppressive, Mexican
activists argue that NAFTA only increased historic patterns of companies
crossing the border to recruit and exploit young women, and sometimes
children, with non-living wages, unsafe working conditions, sexual
harassment, and other gross forms of sex-based discrimination.24 Elsewhere
I have documented how MNCs do relocate to places like Mexico, confident
that they will get away with violations of local or international health and
safety standards because of lax enforcement or the host government’s desire
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to curry favor to increased foreign trade.25
Cumbersome, largely
ineffective, and complicated jurisdictional issues make the idea of legal
justice in the maquiladoras an elusive project.26
During the week of my first visit, there was an active labor conflict
raging in the ALCOA factories of Ciudad Acuña. Once there I was
encouraged to travel from Piedras Negras to Ciudad Acuña with Juan Pablo,
Amparo, and Juany, workers who had been fired for their activism at a
factory known as Dimmit Industries, which once made pants carrying the
labels Polo and Ralph Lauren. They would accompany me in a car to a
neighboring city to meet workers who might share stories with me about
their lives and experiences in the maquiladoras. On another occasion, other
CFO activists had told me that Juan Pablo went by Paola although it was
clear to me that this only happened in what appeared to be safe settings, like
the CFO office. As we drove around, I first learned that all three were at the
CFO office killing time as volunteers as they awaited the results from a
hearing on an unfair labor practice charge. The hour-long drive along
bumpy roads and treacherous highways was interspersed with chatter and
humor as all three speculated on the potential size of their backpay award
and plans on how to spend it. I sensed that the women I was with were very
comfortable with Paola and with his running joke of the day that he was
looking for a good husband.
A couple of days later, my weeklong research trip was interrupted by a
weekend reunion the CFO had organized with a group of visitors and allies
from the United States who are based in Austin. Typically, after these long
days of meetings and strategizing the CFO also organizes a community
potluck, and someone may provide music records. On this particular
weekend, about forty people had gathered from Piedras Negras and the six
other cities with chapters of active CFO volunteers. Because it was a
weekend meeting, many of the attendees had come with spouses and
children of all ages. When the meal was over, a few people moved the
tables and someone brought out a boombox and CDs. Suddenly the lights
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were dimmed and to everyone’s surprise Juan Pablo appeared in drag as
Paola and began to dance and lip-sync to a popular Mexican love song.
Throughout the song, s/he playfully approached the very macho looking
men, and we all laughed as they reddened with embarrassment in front of
the women, some of whom were their wives. The party had been kicked off
by Paola’s performance. After that, women, men, and children all joined in
dancing and enjoying themselves. Well, now I was even more curious
about the relationship between Paola and others in the activist community.
I wondered about the unspoken gender attitudes in this party that resembled
a big Mexican wedding dance and what explained Juan Pablo’s being so
“out” and in drag here, while throughout the day he had been clearly
closeted in dress and demeanor. When the U.S. visitors left the next day, I
made it clear to Paola that I wanted to interview him and he agreed to meet
with me the next day.
The Mexican Queer and Juan Pablo’s Performative Transvestism
The role of homosexuality in Mexican legal culture has changed in the
past fifteen years. While at one time it would have been fairly easy to
proclaim that “there are no homosexual rights” in Mexico, such is no longer
the case. Homosexuality is not per se illegal.27 A few years ago, Mexico
City passed a law prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sexual
orientation, a move suggesting that queer activism is having an impact in
that country, at least in the governmental nerve center.28 Not unlike other
parts of Latin America, Mexico is feeling the pressure to accept that queer
people are demanding equal rights and recognition of their relationships.29
But changes in social attitudes present a greater challenge. Sometimes the
law precedes attitudes, and sometimes it is the other away around. In the
United States, the historic example of the law’s changes on enforced racial
segregation taught us that important and needed changes in the law30 are
often met with massive resistance and hostility.31
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The cultural urge to keep or maintain older values that are laden with
prejudice and bigotry often invites the kind of violence that produces
martyrs. Mexico has apparently seen some examples in the spate of
homosexual murders in the late 1990s that also triggered the passage of new
protective laws.32 Meanwhile, the gay and lesbian activists forged on in the
pursuit of equal rights. An example of this was the election of the first
openly lesbian legislator ever in the country.33 However, while the
movement to recognize lesbians, gays, bisexuals, and transgender persons
(LGBTs) and their right to equality continues in Mexico and other Latin
American countries, homophobic attitudes persist.
Against this mixed backdrop of Mexican legal and social attitudes over
homosexuality, I thought of Juan Pablo’s performative transvestism on the
night after the workshop with CFO labor activists. I reflected on the
embarrassment of the men, both Anglo-white and Mexican, who were being
teased by Paola as s/he brushed their faces with fake long hair, blew them
kisses, or sought them out for dancing or cuddling on their laps. Even more
surprising was the egging on by everyone in the audience: man, woman,
and child. This was a kind of banter that encouraged the play-acting by this
man/woman that struck me as entirely at odds with the broader cultural
attitudes that are traditionally thought of in Latino culture as not only
strongly homophobic but also strictly gendered.34 The participation of the
community of fellow activists seemed to have liberated everyone to let go
of their prejudices for the opportunity to laugh and play with gender.
Was any of this unusual? No. Like many homosexual men in Mexico,
Juan Pablo uses the image of the female gender to negotiate his sexuality.
When friends refer to him/her in the female pronoun it is more about play,
since he is not really a woman. Yet the cross-dressing and feminized name
is also a serious adoption of a gender-based homosexual identity in Mexican
culture that appears to characterize the working-class gay subculture. In her
feminist study, Mema’s House,35 sociologist Annick Prieur details social
networks and identities of a working-class community of transvestites,
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queens, and machos who live in a Mexico City suburb known as Ciudad
Nezahualcóyotl, or “Neza.” Prieur describes a Mexican gay male world of
sexual identities constructed from the intersection of gender and sexuality to
explain both gendered behavior and sexual proclivities, based on a strong
acceptance of the bipolar female/male divide.36 Taste in sexual pleasure
emerges in a range of sexual identities that reinforce the bipolar divide
between femininity and masculinity.37 Thus, for example, masculine men,
called mayates, remain “men” even if they have sexual relations with both
women and men, as long as they maintain a masculine public identity.38
Meanwhile, jotos, tortillas, and bisexuales may identify men who play with
the feminine gender or cross-dress completely into the female gender and
who do so in order to communicate their participation in what in the United
States is called “gay sex.”39 The more feminine appearance may also
indicate a greater willingness or desire of a male partner to play the passive
sexual role.40
Juan Pablo’s own “coming out” story describing his move from the
country to the city, mirrored some elements of Prieur’s conclusions for the
working class homosexual males of Neza. Much like the gay men of Neza
who live not in the city but where they can afford to live,41 Juan Pablo and
his friends appeared to reside alongside other families with children in
working-class sections of Piedras. It is a relationship between class, gender,
and sexuality that differs from the pattern we are more familiar with in the
United States, where certain metropolitan centers are seen as havens for
“gay neighborhoods” or “gay ghettos.” Whereas gay sections in the United
States tend to blur, though not perfectly, the borders of race and class,42 a
country like Mexico does not. With huge working poor and working class
populations, as compared to a small middle class and tiny upper class,
Mexico’s major cities do not present the possibility of identifying a “gay
demographic.” Mexico City, an international metropolis and a minority
example of Mexican legislative efforts to produce anti-discrimination laws,
may present a more complex mixture of class, global contact, and
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homosexuality that explains the emergent gay political agenda. But, I
would speculate that it is not enough to overcome the huge social class
disparities that exist in the lifestyle of Mexican citizens at the border versus
the interior.
The social environment of the Mexican borderlands, which is hugely
populated by members of the working poor, suggests a largely pre-gay civil
rights environment more likely to produce examples of closeted, yet broad,
social networks among gays, lesbians, bisexuals, and transgender persons. I
learned from Juan Pablo that while he is comfortable being openly gay, it is
not easy to be openly homosexual, or to question the transgenderist
assumptions that accompany Mexican society’s awareness of what it means
to be a homosexual. As one who has lived in Mexico and is still close to
her cultural roots, I would have to confirm a prevailing stereotyped view of
the public homosexual in transgenderist terms—lesbians as women who
want to be men, or gay men as wanting to be women. In other words, any
departure from the heterosexist assumptions associated with sexual
normalcy must indicate an abnormal desire to be seen as a member of the
opposite sex. Such conservative, gendered views are in fact most often
associated with a non-elite class. In this case, this includes members of the
lower middle class, working class, and working poor. In Neza, many
members of Mema’s house reflected an internalization of these attitudes;
that is, a self-construction of one’s homosexual inclinations in a gender
identity of the opposite sex in accordance with the values appropriate to
their class status.43 It is possible that Juan Pablo’s gender play and
performance is an external expression of those same attitudes
communicated to others in limited settings,44 that he is a homosexual who
plays the passive sexual role.
Prieur’s study also focuses on the role of community in the individual’s
experience of freedom to be gay.45 Without community there can be no
survival or safety in a society that is not ready for great numbers of people
to come out. Prieur shows, for example, how the Neza families gradually
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came to accept Mema’s house as the queer house on the block. Mema was
an older ex-prostitute/HIV counselor who offered refuge to young boys and
men who were coming out and who had been ousted from their own
homes.46 The notion of a broad gay rights movement in Mexico is thus very
difficult to apply to the social conditions of the working class homosexuals
found at the border whose expression of sexuality is unlikely to disturb
dominant heterosexist values.47 Given that Juan Pablo could hardly be out
at work as a labor activist, it would have been unimaginable for him to be
out as a gay man. The risks are too high.48 Thus, Juan Pablo’s moving in
and out of being out greatly mirrors the experiences of many a rural U.S.
citizen who needs to find a big city in order to come out. For Juan Pablo,
that big city was Piedras Negras.
The presence of the physical U.S.-Mexico border also played a part in
Juan Pablo’s evolution as a young gay man. He told me how he once took
the opportunity physically to cross the border for an adventure in the United
States, only to be met with other bordered experiences he had never
experienced in Mexico. Off he went to Dallas, Texas, for what he said at
the time was his desire “to see more of the world and for more dates.”49 In
fact, he lived there about one year, taking on, like most Mexican
undocumented workers, an insecure, low paying job with no benefits. The
borders of gender and sexuality that kept him more closeted in Mexico were
much more easily crossed while he was in the United States. For example,
he made extra money on the side by cross-dressing and lip-synching with
two other friends who formed a group and hired themselves out about three
times per week in the Latino bars of Dallas. Juan Pablo thought he might
have stayed if he had found a relationship, but he did not.50 Ultimately, it
was the borders of race and class that limited him socially and
economically, and accounted for a less than liberating view of his brief time
in Dallas.
Juan Pablo’s experience also tells us a story of how the privilege to feel
free is absolutely conditioned by a variety of social factors. He believed he
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could be more openly queer in Dallas, yet his sense of freedom turned on
the realities surrounding his Mexican citizenship and illegal alien status51 in
the United States, along with his race, ethnicity, and class. In fact, he said
he left Dallas on an impulse, and just “got on a bus back to Piedras.” Not
because he did not feel comfortable being gay in Texas but because he got
tired of feeling afraid and at risk for his personal safety because he was
alone, with no friends or family, and he did not have citizenship papers. He
had ended up living and working in neighborhoods he sensed to be very
dangerous. Even if he could not be as openly gay in Mexico or make as
much money, at least he could return to the feeling of safety among his own
people back home.
The Cooking of Gender Identity: Re/presenting Paul/Paula
I first met “Paula” several years ago through mutual friends as a tall,
blonde and gentle male named Paul. Paul/a is currently transitioning from
an at-birth male to transsexual female. The DSM-IV, the handbook for
mental health professionals, explains that an individual who has strong
cross-gender identity and a discomfort with his or her assigned sex may be
diagnosed with Gender Identity Disorder.52 My connection to male Paul
was definitely more detached and emotionally distant. We, Paula and I,
have sometimes speculated that it was the gender role expectations that may
have contributed to the distance. This barrier came down from the moment
I ”met” Paula, which happened while I was at a women’s support group,
and the person I had known as Paul suddenly showed up wearing women’s
attire. There s/he was wearing a short jean skirt, light makeup, and sandals.
My established reputation as a queer scholar and my compassion urged me
to rush to her at the end of the meeting to express my full support of what I
knew was a courageous step. Not long after that day, I was given the
opportunity to demonstrate that support by agreeing to help her get her
name legally changed from Paul Christopher to Paula Christine.
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The path towards freedom as a woman has not been easy for Paula.
Unlike some transgender people who stop short of reconstructive surgery,
Paula has the goal of making the full transition to having a female body.53
But one of the first setbacks she had was losing her job to a sudden cut in
the budget of the funds for her position. It was a move she felt was
discriminatory but was ultimately not provable. For months she seemed to
have the support of many co-workers while her supervisor, a person
notoriously difficult to work for, became even harder to work for. The
several months leading to the job loss were no more intolerable than other
times except for the fact that her job was being eliminated and Paul/a knew
this far in advance. Paula worked for a Texas social services agency that, at
least publicly, paid lip service to the rights of sexual minorities. Nothing
seemed questionable about the process. There was no real firing because
Paul had come out as a transgender person, just a cut in the budget that
conveniently eliminated Paul’s job.54
Legally, of course, transgender
people have not been able to convince the courts that existing law
prohibiting sex-based discrimination should protect them. Instead, cases
like Ulane v. Eastern Airlines,55 brought under Title VII and involving the
firing of a male-to-female transsexual, have long foreclosed such a theory.56
Like many transgender people, Paula sought to acquire the legal
indicators of societal approval and recognition of her gender identity change
by having her name changed. Getting her petition filed turned out to be
fairly easy in the Travis County, Texas courts. The petition labeled
“correction of sex identification on the birth certificate,” however, turned
out to be a bigger challenge for the newly elected judge that Paula was
assigned to at her hearing.57 Off the cuff, the judge stated that it was his
general understanding that such a petition had no great support in the law.58
Over the next few months I felt privileged to know Paula enough to be
aware that the process she was engaged in was indeed very courageous,
sometimes difficult, but most of the time a true finding of herself at a deeper
spiritual level. She had come out on the job and then lost that job. She had
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come out to her family, and got the support of her mother for an important
supporting affidavit we used in her legal petitions. She had come out to her
community of friends, some of whom supported her, and others—mostly
men—who shunned her. She came out while living in a house in a family,
residential neighborhood that she was unable to sell for over a year. She
had gone, for some people, from the image of a nice guy some of us only
knew as “sweet, gentle, and wonderful Paul,” to the identity of a person
who might have resembled Paul’s sister. In essence, she had opened the
door to grief on an individual and communitarian basis for the “old Paul”
who was now gone forever.
As I learned more about her process, I came to understand that whatever
image anyone had had of Paul was but a glimpse at a “true self” that society
and Paul had struggled to repress for over 35 years. There was no going
back, however. While some “friends” in the community showed their true
colors and publicly admonished Paula for making changes they could
neither understand nor accept, others—mostly women and most of them
lesbian—gleefully embraced Paula with love, friendship, make-up tips, and
even clothing and jewelry out of their closets. Meanwhile, Paula becomes
more female and womanly each day, according to the highly gendered
norms of Western culture, as her feminized appearance is accompanied by
daily hormone supplements, periodic hair removal treatments, and voice
classes.
There are more notable facts that accompany the process of Paul’s
becoming Paula. Paul/a is Anglo-white, is an artist, has some college
education, and is a practitioner of Lakota spirituality. In fact, what I have
always found fascinating about Paul/a’s identity process is that she felt that
the decision to embrace her transgendered identity grew out of “Paul’s” ten
plus years of ceremonies in Native-American spirituality, in particular the
sun dance ceremony.59 Native American cultures, unlike the rigid bipolar
approach to gender prevalent in Anglo-European cultures, have historically
had a much more fluid interpretation of gender that literally allows for
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gender choice and gender blending.60 Referred to as a kind of “cooking of
identity” that happens over one’s early lifespan, gender is a byproduct not
of genitalia but of spirit, behavior, and attitude.61 What this means is that
Paul’s identity had been “baking” into that of Paula long before her thirties
and forties. But the rigid and bipolar sex and gender culture of the United
States, and her home life, instead produced a sex- and gender-constrained
young boy and man who experimented with homosexuality, married a
woman, and then cast off both of those experiences because they felt
“entirely wrong.”62 The outcome—one filled with the pain of job
discrimination, stares from neighbors on her block, and the outright
rejection from some former male friends—is a person who in her own
words is “much happier than ever” before. Paula has often said that a
moment of utter joy happened when Leonard Crow Dog, a Chief of the
Lakotas, and the spiritual leader of the American Indian Movement
(AIM),63 announced at a ceremony that Paula’s transitioning was a part of
the “old ways of the Lakota.” They understood that the winkte, or “wouldbe-woman” has a special role to play in Native American culture.64 A final
fact that really confuses people about Paula is that the gender identity
switch did not disturb her heterosexual orientation. In other words, Paula is
sexually oriented towards women, but wants to be womanly, which makes
her a transgender lesbian woman.
In the United States, transgendered people have come out boldly as the
underdog minority in the community of sexual minorities. There are
thousands of transgendered persons who never come out, whose goal in life
is to blend in once they have made the physical transition, and who do not
look back to their hetero-normative upbringing or identity. The ones who
are out may find friends and support in the gay and lesbian community, but
that is not always the case. The Human Rights Campaign Fund received
criticism for years for its failure to be inclusive of the transgender cause. Its
lobbyists are still harshly criticized for not seeking a gender variance
inclusion in either the language or suggested interpretation that defines
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“sexual orientation discrimination” in the proposed Employment NonDiscrimination Act.65 As I have suggested elsewhere, such a public stance
on the transgendered cause is an appeal to the gay and lesbian community
that we should guarantee our safety in a heterosexist world by only
accommodating to hetero-normative expectations of acceptable queerness.66
In other words, this means that someone like Paul crossed the boundaries of
“acceptable” queerness by transitioning on the job and expecting to keep
her job. In fact, Paula experienced a range of reactions—from “how
wonderful,” to being shunned by formerly friendly acquaintances, to a
supervisor probably planning the budget cut that eliminated her job and so
on. The at-birth male who suddenly shows up one day at work in women’s
clothing as a statement of a new gender identity may be opening the door to
a personal sense of freedom but s/he gives up the status and privileges
accorded men in U.S. culture. While we know that there are, and have
probably been, thousands of transgendered people throughout history,67 the
lack of acceptance has forced many to live “in the closet” upon
transitioning, abandoning families, communities, and careers. As Leslie
Feinberg suggests, the transgendered person who comes out publicly and
stays out publicly is a “warrior” who has to fight not only the legal attitudes
but also to have a life, a home, and a job to support him or herself.68 It is
irrelevant that Paula feels she has become more fully human by expressing
parts of her identity denied in the sex and gender role as Paul. Overall, both
law and society are unsympathetic to her identity crisis and her desire to
have the social and legal attitudes match her discovery of a more genuine
sense of self.
Challenging Hetero-Normativity: Comparing the U.S. and Mexico
Experience and Coming Home to One’s True Self
To compare the positioning of Paola and Paula in their social and legal
culture is to encounter marked degrees of difference as to how they might
find freedom and acceptance in their own societies. The resistance met by
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Paula “coming out” on the job in Austin did not materialize right away. She
kept her job for a few months and several co-workers accepted the
transition. Her spiritual and social networks have been a source of constant
support. She had two lesbian lawyers who were dedicated to getting her the
best possible results in a system that was unlikely to support her on the most
controversial petition, to “correct” the sex identification on her birth
certificate, even with a supporting affidavit provided by her biological
mother. Yet, Paula is also unlucky to be living in a state that produced
Littleton v. Prange,69 a bizarre opinion of a Texas court of appeals that
reinforces heterosexist norms and discriminatory attitudes towards
transsexuals. Littleton holds that one’s gender is not a matter of social
construction but is, rather, a product of the current scientific understanding
of gender as derived from one’s at-birth chromosomal make-up.70 The
court thus rejected even the remote possibility that a sex assignment error
had been made by the delivering physician. Although genital ambiguity is
commonly seen in maternity wards all over the world, U.S. doctors have
long provided the questionable remedy of fashioning a surgical fix to match
a gender choice rather than promoting gender fluidity.71
One may wonder, between Paola and Paula, who experiences more
freedom from adopting a feminized identity? We see from Juan Pablo’s
story that the feminine identity is both a sexual choice and a personality, but
one that can be abandoned easily for other goals. It is purely performative
transgenderism, and he uses this to communicate his preference to play the
passive role in sexual relationships. However, Juan Pablo also appears to
have internalized the broader cultural attitudes about homosexuality that are
apparently transgenderist. When I told him on a recent trip to Nuevo
Laredo, where he was doing some labor organizing for the CFO, that I had a
friend named Paula in Austin who had once been Paul, Juan Pablo
immediately assumed that this Paula was also interested in men. He seemed
to make no distinction whatsoever between transsexualism as an identity
and homosexual orientation. In fact, Juan Pablo appeared confused when I
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told him that Paula was not interested in men sexually, but was only
interested in becoming a woman. His response for me confirmed his
culture’s absolute commitment to a heterosexist gender interpretation. That
is, in a male-dominated social and legal culture, the man who is sexually
attracted to other men has his identity socially constructed in line with the
masculine/feminine divide. Either he is viewed as playing the “man’s role”
in a sexual relationship with a “woman” or he is a jota, a man who has
entirely assumed the woman’s role.72 He may also be viewed as a jota
vestida, someone who mainly dresses in women’s clothing, except maybe
among the family at home, who takes a woman’s name, and is more likely
to play a passive sexual role with other men.73 The ends accomplished by
this “transformation” are purely sexual; that is, Juan Pablo loves his male
genitalia and that of other men. This is different, and presumably externally
less liberating, than the radical identity change of Paula, who has
transitioned from his/her lifelong outwardly male identity to one of an
openly transsexual “woman.” For Paula, female attire is not “drag” but is
the permanent new look of an at-birth male who anxiously awaits the
riddance of the male genitalia in order to possess a reconstructed vagina
despite the huge medical costs and risks involved.
Self-acceptance seemed key to Juan Pablo’s sense of freedom, which
includes the freedom to be a “flaming queen” among friends, like the
mostly female labor activists whom he works with to achieve labor rights
against U.S. multinational corporations. I gathered from Juan Pablo that
openly gay for him might mean being the occasional drag queen in settings
where he can feel free to communicate his sexual preference. It certainly
did not seem to be a need to be out in the wider community or even at
home. Like many situationally closeted gays, no one in his family talks
about his sexuality, even if they tacitly accept that he is never going to bring
home a girlfriend or future wife. Juan Pablo says that his family coped with
his differences from the moment he wanted to leave the small village of his
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birth for the big city of Piedras Negras, where he worked until he was fired
for union activism in the maquiladoras.
In contrast, Paula’s own sense of freedom as an openly transgendered
female is still subject to severe limitations. Transgendered people face
tremendous discrimination and physical violence in contemporary society.74
One obvious and tangible example of the price and penalty she paid for
coming home to a true sense of self was the loss of a job she could not
easily replace and being forced into seeking a new college degree in the
hopes of making photography a full-time career. “Freedom” is then
qualified by attitudes of gender and hetero-normativity. The gender rebel
puts at risk one’s job and home, a reality that explains why thousands of
transsexuals make geographic moves to other cities and countries to
transition more easily into their new gender identity. Despite these risks
and social penalties, it is a choice that thousands do make because they, like
Paula embrace the concept of “to thine own self be true.”75
The Mexican and the U.S. Paulas may be divided in purposes and goals
but they are united in the common ground of the sex and gender values and
conformist attitudes that define who they are and how they must be in order
to survive. The norms that view Juan Pablo as gay and “wanting to be a
woman” so he can have sex with a man, and view Paul as abnormal in
wanting a new gender identity as a woman unite on the common ground of
privileging patriarchy and heterosexism. They are the same strict gendered
norms that made it impossible for transsexual female Christine Littleton to
sue for the wrongful death of her husband; regardless that she looked, lived,
and felt a woman, the phantom penis still lived in the judges’ minds who
dismissed her case by seeing her only as a person who had been born male
and is forever male because of her genetic chromosomal make-up.76
Sex and gender are never one and the same thing, while history, culture,
and social context are at the core of interpreting the meaning of freedom to
be oneself irrespective of the officially pronounced civil and political rights.
I once mentioned to Paula some of my observations about what was the
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same and different between her and the Paola I knew in Mexico—
particularly about the race and class differences that gave each of them a
greater or lesser sense of freedom. I suggested that she had more freedom
in exploring her gender identity because of the greater progress in openness
towards queers in the United States. I also felt that her whiteness and
education easily gave her an edge over someone like Juan Pablo who is
limited to being openly gay in safe settings despite the slowly emerging
movement for gay civil rights. This last comparison I felt rested on how
easily Juan Pablo could lose any sense of freedom the moment he stepped
upon U.S. soil without citizenship papers, money, or the ability to speak
English. In that conversation, Paula stated how coming out as a transsexual
had opened her eyes to other forms of discrimination, including those based
on race and sex, that she once only understood as a matter of politics.

EXPORTING HETERO-NORMATIVITY THROUGH AMERICAN
CORPORATE CULTURE AT THE MEXICAN BORDER
The Presence of American MNCs, Gendered Values, and the Official
Homophobia at the Mexican Border
It would be easy to conclude that it is primarily the historic western and
Christian prejudices against homosexuals that circumscribe Juan Pablo’s
life. However, there is arguably another source for the reinforcement of
gender conformity at the Mexican border; that is, the contribution of the
gendered corporate culture produced by the increased presence of U.S.
MNCs at the border. The maquiladoras have had a presence at the Mexican
border since the late 1960s. Viewed by Mexico as a necessary evil against
widespread poverty among the working classes, the maquiladoras define
life at the Mexican border today. Virtually every major city and town along
the border has been affected by the maquiladoras. The factories are nothing
but the end product of the corporate decision in some company headquarters
to cut losses by relocating some aspect of their production and assembly
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processes to another part of the world. President Clinton’s signing of the
NAFTA was a huge boost to Mexico’s participation in the global economy.
As Mexico welcomed the investors, literally thousands of new factories
spread into large and small cities bringing with them jobs, and along with
the jobs, an Americanized work culture and lifestyle.
I often remark that not only are Mexico’s border cities tourist traps and
havens for global factories, but the rapid growth is also re-shaping cultural
values that pertain to gender roles, family, work, and community. This
bordered Mexico, with its gateways to foreign investment or drug
trafficking is in active transition to becoming a haven of American
corporate cultural dominance. One need only travel to a few border cities to
appreciate what I mean. Visitors can acquire the typical tourist goodies of
cheap medicines and household wares. U.S. travelers going back and forth
from a sister city can just as easily get a range of their favorite fast food
choices (e.g., McDonald’s, KFC, Domino’s) as in any other U.S. suburb.
Moviegoers can even drop into a Cinemark theatre to catch the latest films
being shown in other such theatres across the United States, paying with
cash converted into pesos obtained from the satellite ATM dispenser of a
U.S. bank. The border culture offers tourist and residents alike a global
flavor of Americanism according to corporate consumerist marketing. It is
all part of the free trade package.
Yet, I have learned from other visits and encounters that little has
changed when it comes to Mexican attitudes towards homosexuals at the
border.
As noted earlier, although Mexico may not criminalize
homosexuality per se, in stark contrast to the continued existence of sodomy
laws in at least thirteen states in the United States,77 the intensely gendered
culture views homosexuals through the lenses of gender and moral
transgression. For example, local laws prohibit public indecency and
encourage police to harass and exploit male prostitutes or those perceived to
be gay, usually the male who externalizes his sexuality through a feminized
appearance. Juan Pablo told of a time he was leaving a friend’s home and
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was not allowed to continue down the block without giving an officer fifty
pesos. “Why?” I asked. Juan Pablo replied, “Just because, or else he was
going to charge me with indecency.”78
In my visits to four border cities, it has become evident to me that the
catering to American tourism typically found all along the two thousand
miles of Mexican border does not include catering to a gay clientele. As
Juan Pablo put it once to the lesbian members of a delegation of U.S.
visitors, “there are no gay bars, but you are welcome to a home party.” The
remark reminded me of the historical works that have documented the preStonewall lesbian subculture in Buffalo,79 while the transgenderist views of
homosexuals among Mexicans evokes the kind of gendering of sexual
preference Chauncey documented in his study of gay New York City.80
While there might be a gay movement going on in Mexico, it would appear
to be largely confined to the large metropolitan centers rather than in border
towns.81
Further, while elsewhere I have criticized the maquiladora industries and
NAFTA for its sexually discriminatory impact on the working woman,82
there are more subtle ways in which corporate America also helps to
perpetuate sex and gender conservative values by virtue of its economic
activities at the Mexican border. One glaring example is in the treatment of
the queer. I find it interesting, for example, that someone like Juan Pablo
would probably view himself as openly gay except that he chooses the
instances where he will be totally himself as Paola. It is an openness that is
absolutely contextual, however, given the prevailing stereotypes and the
societal expectation that homosexuality is taboo, private, and not a
legitimate alternative to heteronormativity. His openness may be a far cry
from the lifestyle he was able to have for a year in Dallas when he made
money engaging in performative transvestism in Latino bars. When
organizing in new neighborhoods with the CFO or larger reunions of
activists, it is clear that Juan Pablo is closeted. Once a solidarity or trust
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relationship emerges among activist colleagues, his true gay self is out and
loud.
Queer Activists in the Maquiladoras of Nuevo Laredo
I sat in a van filled with people from Austin, Texas, who had taken a trip
down to the Mexican border to learn about the living and working
conditions of workers in the maquiladoras. We rode along the dusty streets
and boulevards of Nuevo Laredo, being jostled by our driver’s negotiating
of the heavy traffic, impatient drivers, and big potholes in the midst of a
huge border city that provides fancy landscaped offices for global
corporations like Sony, ALCOA, and General Electric.
In the seat behind me sat Juan Pablo, who was serving as our CFO
contact together with a very handsome compañero named Jorge who was
learning the ropes on organizing from Juan Pablo.83 We were at the end of
a two-day visit and I wanted to explore some more questions I had about
Juan Pablo’s work as an organizer. I also wanted to pick up on the themes I
had gathered from my first encounters with him, and my interview in the
fall of 2000 where I had first heard his coming out story. But Juan Pablo
looked very different on this trip. His flaming red hair was now black, his
bushy curls were now contained in a masculine cut and he did not have any
make-up on his broad olive skinned face with the toothy grin and dancing
eyes. Since he was organizing full-time, he had obviously given up the
brief experiment of being a hairdresser out of his home, which he had
started with the settlement money from an unfair labor practice claim.
The next day, the delegation of Texans and Mexicans gathered in the
home of a worker Juan Pablo and Jorge were hoping to recruit to their
movement. The worker, Antonio, his wife and little baby came out of a
house typical of the shelter for many maquiladora workers—dirt floors, and
walls constructed of cement blocks and industrial waste or whatever piece
of wood they could afford. Everything self-constructed because they are
unable to hire labor with their three to seven dollars a day. There was no
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running water; a thin curtain covered the outside water closet. We sat under
the shade of a make-shift patio cover that worried Antonio during the heavy
rains, and the leaves of a tree he had personally transplanted eleven years
before from his native state of Veracruz on Mexico’s southeastern coast.
We spent the afternoon hearing the workers and organizers talk about
problems and strategies developed by taking a few young women who had
shown up for the session through a role play encounter with a difficult
supervisor.
The organizers were supportive, informative, efficient,
humorous activists and teachers who came across as people who knew their
stuff from experience and who also came across as either straight or at least
not obviously gay.
At the day’s end, as we settled into the darkness of the van for a long ride
back to the hotel, I looked for a respectful way to comment on the stark
contrast I had noticed between the feminized Juan Pablo I had often seen
among his colleagues back in Piedras Negras and the straight-looking
persona he had put forth for the weekend organizing.
Bueno, I am who I am and that is clear once you get to know me
better. But this is a new territory for the CFO. And we have to
earn the trust of the workers on more important issues, like how to
confront the powerful empresas. Sometimes you have to make
some sacrifices about your personal comfort to do this work.
Many of these workers have little education, little exposure to the
ways of the city and little trust in who we are and what we are
trying to do. I can’t just be like you have seen me back at the
office in Piedras Negras. First we need their trust.84
Juan Pablo’s remarks reveal the enigmatic intersection of labor and gay
rights politics at the Mexican border. The Mexican border impresses upon
anyone who crosses its metaphoric borders, the impact of bordered
oppression, especially on the working classes and the poor.85 Freedom is
circumscribed by how close one lives in relation to the border, whether one
has money or a job, whether one is male, female, brown, white, rich, poor, a
U.S. citizen or not. The more complex the criteria, the higher the risks of
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being stripped temporarily or completely of one’s civil liberties.86 Juan
Pablo’s words were spoken from the identity of a labor activist and
someone hardly committed to the notion of a global gay rights agenda. If
anything they might be taken as an outright rejection of any such notion of
“we are everywhere.” Conjuring up the image of his identity as Paola back
in Piedras Negras I asked his opinion about Mexican gay politics I had
gathered from my research. He said, “I’m not for it. If you’re comfortable
with who you are that is what matters. You just have to be careful.” For
example, Juan Pablo is able to be out among his CFO colleagues because as
he says, “I am who I am. I don’t care what people think of me.” “Yes, but
you were not out among the workers today, “ I said. “Yes,” replied Juan
Pablo, “but that is different. And anyway, I hate the way those people
advocate for our rights. They march in skimpy outfits showing all their
stuff and that is never going to get us anywhere in terms of people’s
acceptance.”87
Sexual Identity and the Law: A Bordered View of Global Gay Rights?
Against Juan Pablo’s remarks, the conclusions of a recent landmark
decision of the 9th Circuit that advanced the theory of political asylum as
being available to a Mexican gay man with a “female sexual identity”
appear ironic.88 The court so held on the theory that he forms part of a
particular social group that is not safe from persecution in Mexico.89 It is
very interesting to think of this language and decision thwarting the
Immigration Court’s rejection of Hernandez-Montiel’s claim for asylum as
applied to someone like Juan Pablo. I would describe him as a Mexican gay
male, but probably not in the sense intended by the decision of the 9th
Circuit: as someone who identifies with a sexually identified minority
group. 90 Juan Pablo’s choice to be out as a gay man is contextual and
dependent on the existence of a supportive community. Juan Pablo can be
openly gay in only two contexts: among his safe closeted network of other
gay friends, and among the labor activists who care more that he is a
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comrade in struggle than that he has sex with men. The sexual identity
articulated in Hernandez-Montiel is therefore the byproduct of context: a
broad reading of the language in the INS regulations that offer protection to
the oppressed. But if you were to ask Juan Pablo if he feels oppressed as a
gay man he would probably not understand the question. When I first
interviewed Juan Pablo he never alluded to his gayness as having been a
factor in his being fired along with a few other women whom the union
leaders and company bosses saw as troublemakers. Neither issues of
gender nor sexuality, as part of a political agenda, are prominent at the
border.
Historically, women who tried to organize in the maquiladoras have been
viewed as troublemakers. To some, their behavior threatens the Mexican
gendered stereotype of women, especially from the lower classes, as being
dumb, submissive, quiet, and obedient, the total opposite of an angry,
confrontational labor organizer. But gender equity is not an explicit aspect
of organizing in the maquiladoras, even if at one time the industry almost
exclusively employed women, and today women workers are still a
majority.91 What Juan Pablo cares about, for example, is the power of the
maquiladoras to exploit so many workers, who are mostly female, by
working them so hard in return for so little. In this relatively new labor
movement he can easily relate to other workers as a worker himself. The
huge class-based organizing challenges overwhelm any potential
consciousness raising around either gender or sexuality.92 Cross-border
solidarity sometimes has the effect of raising the worker’s consciousness,
especially if she works for a MNC, about her relationship to workers around
the world.93 Certainly the common survival issues for workers encourage
one’s thinking of the organizing potential in a globally conscious laborer.
That, however, is not the case in arguing for a globally conscious gay
subject.
One commentator has recently urged legal scholars to re-examine the
whole question of “gay globalization,” and especially of the exportability of
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the notion of the substitutive gay identity, the suspect class so to speak,
seeking to invoke the mantle of protection from unequal treatment.94
Indeed, the more I think about individuals like Juan Pablo and see them in
the context of their experiences as workers and as activists who oppose
globalization, the more I see the need to interrogate how the gay sexual
identity concept has been constructed on a transnational global scale. One
may ask: is Juan Pablo just being a strategic assimilationist? Is he just in
denial about his internalized homophobia? Arguably, it is neither, but as
Sonya Katyal suggests, it is evidence that a Westernized global gay rights
agenda is hardly global at all. Rather, to assume that everyone in the world
who departs from strict heterosexuality in either behavior or identity is
“gay,” without being careful to contextualize conduct and identity from a
cultural standpoint,95 invites the criticism that the concept of a global gay
identity is culturally imperialist. It would be very difficult to piece together
from the life of Juan Pablo and his friendship networks, anything like an
exportable “gay identity” whether as to Mexican “gay” culture or even as to
Juan Pablo’s personal identity. Much more would have to change to
diversify his world before he would see himself as part of a broader sexual
minority.
What Juan Pablo offers the workers then is a strong identity as a worker
who has found dignity in the comradeship and that sense of familia,
characteristic of Mexican culture and of the community ties formed among
activists in the struggle for justice. Among his CFO comrades, he can
present the female identity of Paola and he can look into my camera and say
in his broken English “hot Mexican girl.” But that aspect of his identity is
personal, not professional or political. He can cross-dress and tease his
colleagues, and it is all in the family. It is performative and playful
transvestism. It is not a political cause. His organizing tactics and his
courage have little to do with his need to be accepted as a gay man.
Assimilation to the dominant heterosexism of his culture is just part of the
job of accomplishing a more important cause—to enlighten workers to the
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movement for justice in the maquiladoras. To him it is about being
accepted as a person and that is it. I understood a little more of his courage
when he responded to the question from a U.S. visitor, “aren’t you afraid of
what could happen to you for organizing the workers from some of these
factories?” “Well, I’m here today, and tomorrow I might not be and that is
the risk and that is life. But this work must and will continue.”96

QUEER PERSPECTIVES ON GENDER AND THE HEAVY INFLUENCE OF
AMERICAN CORPORATE CULTURE AT THE MEXICAN BORDER
Cultural and economic imperialism by the U.S.A. is a fact of life in
Mexico’s border towns.97 Cultural dominance brings with it a pressure to
assimilate or to preserve conservative and idealized images of family,
identity, and community. One example of the pressure to accept and
assimilate into American cultural dominance has been displayed in the trend
of new Mexican parents to name their babies with Anglo names.98 It would
seem odd unless understood as part of the impact of massive industrializing
in Mexico’s border towns that exposes its residents and workers to
everything that is American—and presumably better—whether it is their
fast food, their music, the products assembled by the workers in their
factories, etc. It is a culturally dominant pressure that blends well with
some of Mexico’s own conservative gendered values.
I have written elsewhere how gender, race, class, and sexuality combine
in the maquiladoras to produce various social and economic pressures that
unfairly impact mostly women workers.99 However, Mexico’s entry into
the global economy has arguably created pressure not just on sex and
gender roles for women but also on the presumed completely private,
segregated and non-threatening (to heterosexism) nature of homosexuality.
New sex and gendered conflicts are defining the nation’s rapid social
changes resulting from contact with or participation in global movements,100
whether they be for free trade or sexual liberation. Women’s continued
participation in the maquiladoras certainly threatens the roles associated
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with the Mexican family as a tightly bound social network held together by
male patriarchs and their strong obedient women. The watchful eyes of
American factory owners reinforce rigid sex and gender attitudes in the
workplace and reward traditional female sex roles.101 At the same time
classist and sexist attitudes combine to exploit youthful female labor by
working them on schedules that make it impossible to be both a good
worker and a good mother in the traditional sense.102 Female participation
continues in majority numbers as compared to men, challenging the strict
gender roles that have historically kept the Mexican woman in domestic
servitude and slavery.103 At the extremes, the exploitation of the female
body has also produced a particularly violent form of resistance to the
gendered conflicts and change in areas boasting the largest number of
maquiladoras.104 For example, Ciudad Juárez, which neighbors El Paso,
Texas, leads not only in maquiladora investment, but also in drug
trafficking and numbers of unsolved murders of young poor women
between the ages of fifteen and twenty-five, a number of whom worked in
the maquiladoras.105 Meanwhile in Mexico City, another gendered conflict
has surrounded open efforts to push a homosexual civil rights agenda.
Arguably, an extreme form of violent resistance to the gendered conflict of
trying to publicize what has always been relegated to secrecy or public
indecency and immorality is the spate of violent homosexual murders in
recent years.106
A few months ago, I came across an article from an online journal
addressing Mexican border issues. The headline of the article referred to a
recent clean sweep of gay male prostitutes effected by the city fathers of a
border town in which maquiladoras have a significant presence. The
government had ordered a police crackdown against the perceived
breakdown of morality.107 I found it easy to associate this morality sweep
with the need to sanitize the environment within which local politicians
seek to attract more foreign investment. Maybe it is not an explicit promise,
like that of the mayor of Ciudad Acuña, Coahuila, who is rumored to
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promise investors that there will not be any problems with unions.108 But
such official conduct can provide an implicit promise to make the socially
conservative investors feel comfortable with a home away from home: one
where a specific image of “family values” prevails and the sex industry is
confined to the proper venues. What I found interesting from a historic
vantage point was the gay sweep’s analogy to the 1950s era when North
American cities were characterized by a layer of heterosexist dominance
superimposed upon gay subcultures that a generation later provided the base
for a politicized “sexual minority.”109 The industrializing patterns in
Mexico’s border cities might be effecting a little of the same as they
embrace free trade, expanded consumerism, and a family values lifestyle
that is decidedly heterosexist in its image of family and sexual morality.
Although another view would be that the transvestism of individuals like
Juan Pablo is both an accommodation to and resistance to the imposition of
heterosexist norms by the dominant culture. This would be a mirroring of
the kind of gendered identities and gay subcultures that mark the pre-civil
rights history of the U.S. gays and lesbians.110 Those historic examples of
gendered identities, structured along perceptions of femininity and
masculinity and often found among the working classes, reflected the
intensity of the heterosexism that defined all of American life during the
1950s.111 It is the same kind of intense heteronormativity that is alive and
well today at the U.S.-Mexico border.
Altogether, the assimilation, the naming of new babies with Anglo
names, and the gender policing of gay men announce a changing world
under free trade policy and a globalizing economy. They are patterns and
phenomena that evoke for me the image of postwar America. Historians
often think of the fifties as a period of resurgence of consumerist culture
through massive industrializing which brought American consumers an
abundance of gadgets and appliances. These were marketed to families who
were imbued with the image of normalcy as living and growing up
heterosexual in a nuclear family, and certainly not gay or queer. Thus,
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contemporary American—and Mexican—corporate culture, working in
tandem have re-industrialized Mexico and brought with it a new urge for
consumerism by glutting the American outlet shopping malls with
thousands of products, appliances, and gadgets. It is the same family values
mentality that embraces a very conservative view of sex and gender
identities whether in the U.S. or Mexico. The pressure to rid the border
cities of the gay men, or, in the U.S., the growing acceptance of gay men
and lesbians but continued hostility to transsexuals, offset by movements
for sexual and gender liberation in both countries, suggests a competition
for the spokesperson for family values. For Corporate America the image is
decidedly based on traditionalist gendered values that I have called the
“Disney-fication of culture.”112

CONCLUDING REMARKS
I began this essay by suggesting that my travels and observations of the
two Paulas and my relationships with each of them triggered an internal
struggle of “borders.” As I witnessed the changes in Paula, I wondered at
times whether I was being a friend, an advisor, or just a comrade in the
struggle for gendered justice in this world. Being among Juan Pablo and his
mostly female comrades in the labor movement, I also wondered if I was
being a friend, a researcher and boring academic, or an activist who had her
own concerns and fears to deal with as she crossed the Mexican border,
meeting every time the rules and regulations of the INS Border Patrol.
With every visit, it seemed that Juan Pablo became a better organizer, and
the issue of his gayness faded into the background unless I brought it up in
casual conversations. As time passed, back at home in Austin, Paula
became more and more womanly to me. And, as the time passed from the
interviews and the travels, I became more and more comfortable saying to
people that the social justice issues that had caught my interest in the
research on the maquiladoras had in fact turned me into a
scholar/activist.113 As I physically crossed the Mexican border and
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experienced occasional hostility or feared harassment from the INS who
enforce the policies that overwhelmingly target brown-skinned travelers,
whether citizens or not,114 I became aware of how real the metaphoric
borders can affect one’s sense of freedom. As a lesbian and part of a
perceived sexual minority in the United States, my own political concerns
seemed insignificant in comparison to the daily threats faced by the
maquiladora workers. I was thus constantly straddling the borders of
privilege and power. Of course, the reality of the physical border constantly
reminded me of the threats to my freedom if I hesitated at all in my answer
to the INS agent’s question, “what was the purpose of your visit into
Mexico?” Not about to reveal my contact with organizers seeking to
destabilize the raw power of the U.S. owned factories, I would just pretend
to be a tourist in for a day of shopping.
Watching the Paulas negotiate the resistance to their identities and the
relaxation into their non-conforming identity among friends and allies made
me appreciate Leslie Feinberg’s notions of the “transgender warrior.” This
is the person who battles societal oppression courageously and in the
comradeship of other warriors who in this case must overcome the
intimidation of those who seek to reinforce the values of patriarchy,
capitalism, heterosexism, and white male privilege. How one’s identity is
constructed by society has one level of impact we see daily in the forms of
discrimination recognized, or not, by the legal system. But the forces of
construction also deeply influence an internal and self-accepted
construction.115 It was the idea of the self-constructed identity in the face of
systemic prejudice that fed my silent yet constant comparison and contrast
especially given the context within which I was making these observations.
I was a border crosser every time I went into a part of Mexico that is a
unique borderlands because of the massive presence of thousands of
U.S.owned factories. As they create new jobs, they also are the conveyors
of American cultural dominance, new economies, company towns, and
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marketplaces, in essence a social environment heavily imbued with the
desire to mimic the “American” way of life.
Because I saw each Paula more “herself” in the company of supportive
allies or a chosen community in which they felt accepted, I thought a lot
about the ways in which we all negotiate our identities to create a personal
sense of safety. Every time I crossed the Mexican border going into
Mexico, I could feel the privilege of my U.S. citizenship. But while coming
back, and if I encountered hostility from the INS, especially if I had traveled
alone, I could feel the vulnerability created by my skin color and ethnicity
which made me feel unsafe despite all my privileges as an educated, upper
middle class U.S. citizen. If I traveled alone, I could feel the vulnerability
of my gender. So I too learned to negotiate those metaphoric borders for a
personal sense of safety. The fact is that the borders of gender and sexuality
are simply more firm or porous based on the places where they meet the
borders of race, class, sexuality, citizenship, etc. While Paula does not live
in a city like San Francisco where there is more social and legal
legitimization of the queer identities, she does live in Austin, Texas, which
has some opportunities for her openness as a socially reconstructed white
lesbian. Meanwhile, her tocaya,116 Paola, can live more openly as a gay
male in the community of worker-activists-colleagues who often risk their
personal safety and threats to livelihood by daring to confront the power
structures of the MNCs and their maquiladoras.
The stories about each of these Paulas are vantage points for examining
how sex and gender are uniquely shaped by the social, economic, historical,
civil and legal context of a person’s life. While the two Paulas greatly
differed in the means and purposes associated with their use of the female
gender, both still transgress the metaphoric borders of their own societies in
ways that show the equal impact of male supremacy, gender oppression,
and heterosexual privileging in Western culture. The situation of each of
these Paulas in their lives and in their countries confirms the insistence of
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Eurocentric cultural imperialism and law to enforce a rigid and bipolar sex
and gender duality for all human beings.
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